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Crosby Street Hotel is situated in the heart of SoHo between Prince

and Spring Streets. It is surrounded by some of NewYork’s most vibrant

bars, cafés, restaurants, galleries and shops.

Interior design by Kit Kemp reflects her individual personal style which is

characterised by a fresh, contemporary and sometimes quirky look.There

is great emphasis upon colour and texture and the hotel features an

impressive personally selected collection of art.

The ground floor lobby is dominated by grey-oak floorboards, soaring

glass windows and a dramatic 10 foot high Jaume Plensa steel sculpture

of a human head created from letters of the alphabet. The hotel’s

drawing room has deep patchwork sofas and oil paintings by the artist

François Bard. The Crosby Bar is a vast space with a long pewter bar

and a multitude of colourful 50’s ceiling lights. Each of these areas look

onto a spacious leafy garden which has a tall petrified tree sculpture at

its heart. There are 86 individually designed bedrooms and suites, a gym,

state-of-the-art screening room and 3 private event spaces.
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The 86 bedrooms and suites are individually

designed, spacious and light with high ceilings

and large oversized warehouse style windows.

They provide all the facilities expected by today’s

sophisticated traveller. These include a writing

desk, safe, flat screen TV,WiFi, DVD/CD player

and i-pod docking station. Bathrooms are

luxuriously designed in granite, oak and glass.

There are spectacular one and two bedroom

suites on the upper floors with views stretching

across downtown Manhattan.
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Crosby Street Hotel has several sophisticated

private event spaces.There are three beautifully

designed rooms which can easily be transformed

from a luxurious drawing room to a stylish

meeting room or sumptuous dining room.

They are ideal for large and small scale parties,

corporate entertaining as well as product

launches and press days. There is a 99 seat

screening room which is of the highest

professional standard with state-of-the-art sound

and projection and luxurious leather seating.
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RESERVATIONS

T: 1 212 226 6400 F : 1 212 226 0055 E: reser vat ions@crosbystreethote l . com

www.crosbystreethote l . com

GDS CODE: DS
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